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Abstract: Self-service Business Intelligence (SSBI) is an emerging topic for many companies. Casual users should be enabled to
independently build their own analyses and reports. This accelerates and simplifies the decision-making processes. Although
recent studies began to discuss parts of a self-service environment, none of these present a comprehensive architecture.
Following a design science research approach, this study proposes a new self-service oriented BI architecture in order to address
this gap. Starting from an in-depth literature review, an initial model was developed and improved by qualitative data analysis
from interviews with 18 BI and IT specialists form companies across different industries. The proposed architecture model
demonstrates the interaction between introduced self-service elements with each other and with traditional BI components. For
example, we look at the integration of collaboration rooms and a self-learning knowledge database that aims to be a source for a
report recommender.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The use of Business Intelligence (BI) has been widely implemented across organizations for the past 20 years, Information
Technology (IT) departments of various companies generally provide their company’s employees and managers with the BI reports
they request. The IT department is responsible for making sure that the BI reports are focused on a management strategy that
supports long-term decision making and at the same time displays up-to-date and correct information (Böhringer, Gluchowski,
Kurze, & Schieder, 2010). The current problem with this request-delivery process is that once a report is requested it can take up to
several months for the IT department to create the report (Lennerholt, van Laere, & Söderström, 2018). This results in decisions
being made too slow or too late. This way of providing reports is very inefficient for the managers and their decision-making
process. With the development of this area, however, the possibilities of managers creating their own BI reports are becoming
increasingly realistic by using tools such as Tableau, Power BI, Birst and QlikView (Howson, et al., 2018). However, these tools
keep evolving and are ever changing, an in-depth analysis of these tools could, therefore, become obsolete the moment it is
published. Besides the possibilities employees have to create BI reports themselves, the growing number of public big data sets is
another influence. As big data is available to the public (McAfee & Brynjolfsson, 2012), managers are able to use their company
data and combine this with external data sources themselves to perform custom analysis. The use of these tools in combination with
external data sources can have a large impact on decisions made by the managers. With the possibilities of creating BI reports and
using external data sources, the room for misuse or errors increases as the managers need to have knowledge on how to extract,
transform and load (ETL process) the external non-company data properly and combine this data with the internal company data. In
order to correctly align the IT department’s long-term scope on decision making and the employee's ability to combine internal and
external data themselves, several Self-Service Business Intelligence (SSBI) solutions have been proposed in order to prevent the
misuse or mistakes. Unfortunately, a lot of organizations still struggle to ensure a lower response time and maintain a focus on longterm vision. This can be caused due to the huge gap between the amount of quantitative and qualitative research done on SSBI (Bani
Hani, Tona, & Carlsson, 2018). Currently, around 95% of IT departments aim to invest in SSBI before 2020 while only one-third
seems to successfully implement SSBI (Lennerholt, van Laere, & Söderström, 2018), this shows the importance of providing a
solution to this challenge. This thesis proposes a solution to the challenge of long-term decision support by theoretically combining
several SSBI research areas to support users for a holistic qualitative approach to SSBI. This approach looks at the entire process
between data acquisition to analysis and decision making support.
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The goal of this approach is twofold: It has to first provide an aggregation of current research and combine several aspects into a
holistic theoretical framework, and secondly provide insight for business practitioners to structure their SSBI environment. This
thesis is therefore meant for two target groups. The first targeted group are IT managers and employeesresponsible for structuring
their organizations SSBI environment to (1) Understand the current frameworks and their aspects for providing SSBI to their
organization, (2) Gain inspiration on what to improve or add within their SSBI environment and (3) Gain insight in what is required
for an SSBI environment to provide long-term decision support. The second targeted group are academics in the field of Business
Intelligence to (1) Gain insight on how several SSBI aspects can be combined together, (2) Gain knowledge on the different SSBI
areas and (3) Gain insight on current research done in the field of SSBI.
II.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
In order to ensure methodological rigor, this study utilizes design science research as the underlying methodology as it is well suited
for the development of an architecture. Mainly we were guided by the Design Science Research Model (DSRM) proposed by [8].
Figure 1 shows the phases and the steps that were carried out. Using a literature review based on Webster and Watson, relevant BI
and big data architecture models were discussed and a research gap was identified [9]. In the next step (“Objectives definition”)
SSBI literature was analyzed and demands from practice were included. With these insights a conceptual model was developed.
Open semi-structured interviews helped to improve the model in the “design & development” phase.
Table 1: Interviewed experts

The demonstration and evaluation phase of the original Peffers et al. model was summarized with an applicability check [11]. A
focus group consisting of eleven researchers and a group consisting of twelve practitioners discussed the model with regard to
whether it adds value for research and practice and whether it can specifically help in the implementation of SSBI.

Figure 1: Research design based on [8]
This research method makes a free discussion about the problems and requirements of SSBI possible. Eighteen experts from
different industries were interviewed (see table 1). Each expert had at least two years of experience with BI and on average, they
had ten years. The interviews lasted on average one hour. The interviews were transcribed and analyzed by categorizing the main
statements. Mayring’s method makes qualitative statements comparable by analyzing the frequency in which they were mentioned
[10]. The improvements were incorporated and the changed model was shown to the experts again. The new improvements were
implemented in the next step.
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III.
PROPOSED SELF-SERVICE SUPPORTING ARCHITECTURE
A. Status Quo and Problem Identification
To identify the status quo of the SSBI research, a literature search was done in the AISeL, ScienceDirect, IEEEXplore, ACM and
Emerald database. It was extended to include practitioner resources. Whitepapers by the BeyeNETWORK, The Data Warehousing
Institute (TDWI), and Gartner were analyzed. The search keywords we used contained: “Self-Service” in combination with “BI”,
“Business Intelligence”, “Big Data”, “Architecture” and “Analytics.” The publication dates ranged from 2005 to the present. The
search resulted in 1,258 potentially relevant articles. They were reviewed by title and unsuitable papers were eliminated. If the title
did not make a clear decision possible, the abstract, the introduction, and the conclusion were consulted. After that a forward and
backward search in the most relevant papers was conducted. This included non-academic literature like whitepapers. Forty articles
were deemed highly relevant for the development of the model. The literature review identified eight different BI or big data
architecture models. Phillips-Wren et al. propose a big data analytics architecture model based on different other models [4]. The
authors analyze existing BI/big data literature and describe a new user group they call data scientists. In the field of data processing
infrastructures, Phillips-Wren et al. focus on the use of Hadoop clusters as a solution for big data use cases. Another model proposes
a service orientation character for a BI architecture [13]. They developed a BI architecture model that shows how this service
character is implemented and which elements are necessary.
Table 2: Overview SSBI literature

A combination of these elements with comprehensive BI/big data analytics architecture is still missing.
Table 3: Improvements through expert interviews

In the following, the focus will be on the architecture itself, the implementation of collaboration rooms, and a self-learning
knowledge database. The collaboration rooms can then be connected with existing enterprise social media systems. After
developing a first model with the findings from literature the model was improved through expert interviews. The following table 3
shows some of the major changes caused by the expert interviews.
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IV.
MODEL OVERVIEW
In the following, the final model developed with the help of expert interviews is explained. Inspired by existing BI/big data analytics
architecture models, the aim is to describe the whole process from the data sources through to the presentation of information. Big
data is defined as “a phenomenon characterized by an ongoing increase in volume, variety, velocity, and veracity of data that
requires advanced techniques and technologies to capture, store, distribute, manage, and analyze these data.” [12] This is the reason
for the need of an advanced technical infrastructure. The changed technical infrastructure leads to a more complex data access for
users which effects the possibilities of SSBI and the need to discuss the entire BI process from the source systems to the
presentation of the data. On the left side of the model are the data sources. The data sources are separated into internal and external
sources. The data origin shown in Figure 2 are examples of those sources. The next step in data processing is the preparation of the
data. Three different ways of accessing data exist. The first one is a direct access tunnel for analysis, where a special integration or
caching of the data is not necessary. Second, direct access for real-time analysis is shown. The third method is a classic ETL
process. But this process is extended by the possibility of performing an EL(T) process [13]. EL(T) stands for “extract”, “load” and
an optional “transform” process. This takes into account that in some big data analysis there can be a need for raw data that is not
transformed. Different data access methods have to be taken into account for realizing SSBI.

Figure 2: Proposed architecture model
This is especially important for data scientists, who need access to raw data. In the proposed model, the storage and analysis
infrastructure layer consists of two main and one optional tier. An element for data integration is necessary in every BI or big data
environment. The job can be done with a classic data warehouse, but other technologies can take on this job, such as in-memory
databases or Hadoop clusters. The other tier is the “big data refinery.” This element ensures the necessary infrastructure for big data
analysis and includes “experimental platforms.” These platforms are essential for the data scientist user group. They need
possibilities for experiments where data from different sources can be staged, merged, and analyzed [14]. The last tier consists of
optional elements that could be necessary for a real-time BI realization, such as data caches [15]. To simplify access to data across
multiple systems, there is the semantic layer which also includes the mapping layer described in [16]. It realizes a unified access to
the different storage systems and an easier access to the data for users with low technical skills. A possible embodiment of the
semantic layer could be a service oriented architecture. A service oriented BI architecture is described in the work by Pospiech and
Felden [13].
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A. Collaboration Rooms
The “collaboration room” architectural component is a platform where a direct cooperation from users of the analytics portal and the
data laboratory is possible. Users of the same portal can cooperate while working on the same platform. Also, users of the analytics
platform can give feedback for analyses performed by data scientists. Business analysts can also ask for special sub-parts of their
analysis to be built by data scientists. It is important for the process that the collaboration history is saved. Today most collaboration
communication is done by email. The problem is that only the people involved have access to the origin story of a decision-making
process. A collaboration platform can replace email communication. [15] Figure 3 shows proposed classes of a collaboration room
environment. It represents the different user groups and the related platforms. Business users and analysts can create requests for a
new report or analysis. Business analysts can also ask for help with the construction of a report. The collaboration can take place
inside a user group or business analysts can make requests to data scientists. These requests are connected to one or more reports.
Every report belongs to a workspace. This is the main room where the collaboration can take place. Inside a workspace it is possible
to create several communication rooms. One-on-one and group discussions are possible. The workspaces in conjunction with the
communication rooms provide the opportunity for discussing reports, creating different report versions, and conducting
experiments. All these elements support the collaboration between the different user groups of the BI/big data analytics architecture.

Figure 3: Collaboration environment conceptual class chart
V.
CONCLUSION
The developed model shows significant progress in relation to other proposals [4], [16]. It is extended especially with regard to
SSBI. The ideas result from both practical and academic literature and in particular from interviews with experts. A focus group
discussion was used to check the practicability of the model. The new model represents a universal BI / big data analytics reference
model. It can be seen as a guideline for companies, who can evaluate their existing architecture with the aim of improving their
SSBI or big data analytics capabilities. It takes different user groups and their different demands into account in a BI/big data
analytics architecture. Collaboration rooms and a (self-learning) knowledge database are presented as additional supporting
elements. Discussions with practitioners have shown that these elements have great potential to support SSBI because they make
implicit knowledge of BI users usable. In further research the applicability should be reviewed by various companies.
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